
Did you make an ex-parte ruling before a formal decision with Snohomish County & the 

Pennington's? 

To:  

The Honorable Judge Richard A Jones & Sean Reay 

Crystal Hill Pennington & John E Pennington who are part of the Anne Block RICO complaint 

recently filed an order for protection so they couldn't be deposed, and when they were told it 

wouldn't be approved they withdrew the order. 

However since those documents are now public records we ordered a copy. I still have 2 more 

sets of documents to get but what I did see concerned me to say the least.  

Crystal Hill makes the statement that the RICO suit is on it's way to being dismissed with 

sanctions yet there is not a written decision yet. She also makes the statement that Mr Reay is her 

personal attorney in the matter even though she is not & never has been a county employee 

So did you two make some kind of a back door decision & only tell the county or the 

Pennington's? Please remember she wrote this in a court document under the penalty of perjury. I 

am also concerned because in the documents they submitted there was a previously requested 

police report that the county did not hand over. Along with an admission that Crystal & John 

Pennington were committing predicate acts against Ms Block. These are just what I have gleaned 

from the documents I did receive, so I can imagine what the other 2 must contain. I'm not even 

an attorney & I count 5 crimes they have both admitted to so far. We have also ordered the audio 

tapes of the proceeding to see what other crimes they have admitted to in a court of law 

I have written a story about it already with the documents I do have. If in fact Crystal Hill is 

telling the truth I would like a copy of the order that is being withheld from Ms Block with your 

decision & the sanctions you have agreed to level against Ms Block. I would also like the legal 

basis for making court decisions without  court hearing or notification of the victim in the 

proceedings. 

At this point I do have a stake in the matter since they included some of my emails where I was 

trying to get answers to questions about info I received from the Cowlitz County Sheriff & 

several other resources & the Pennington's are now slandering me on their shared newspaper. I 

honestly don't care if they tell the truth about me, I have already told it, I have never been nor 

will I ever be ashamed of having survived my life. They could counter & say I write about them 

but the difference is that I always include documentation and I tell the truth. If in fact I was lying 

about anything I am sure I would've been charged with some random crime & sued by now. 

They can deny they write for it but they have several misspellings & other phrases they have 

used on Twitter & on the Sky Valley Chronicle, as well as in emails from public records, some 

very unique one's too. I am a citizen, not a public or former public official or employee, I started 

out as a blogger because of the corruption that I found all over SnoCo which turned into this 

Newspaper, as a citizen I now also have proof that 2 or more people are now conspiring against 

me & I have no problem filing suit against any of them. 



http://snocoreporter.com/the-penningtons-filing-motions-providing-more-evidence/ 

I look forward to hearing the answers to my questions here. I think it is also only fair to CC Ms 

Block into this email so that she knows that these deals are being made behind her back without 

the rights of representation or defense. Unless of course the Pennington's are lying to a court of 

law. 

Have a great weekend. Brandia 
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